
Introduction
Véronique Machelidon and Patrick Saveau

In a stunning televised speech in the French National Assembly in 2013, then 
minister of justice Christiane Taubira surprised her (primarily white male) 
fellow politicians by reciting by heart the poem ‘Nous les gueux,’ from Black 
Label, a 1956 collection of poetry by colonial subject and Négritude writer 
Léon Gontran Damas. The event was immediately recorded in the national 
press and online on newspaper websites, blogs, YouTube, and Daily Motion. 
Taubira’s spirited invocation of colonial poetry denouncing the French pol-
itics of assimilation in Guyana was openly intended to promote respect for 
difference, defend the equality of gay and heterosexual rights, and give a 
voice to silent social and cultural minorities. Taubira herself, in spite of her 
French nationality, can be described as a (post)colonial subject1 as well as a 
Franco-French immigrant, due to her Guyanese roots. Of interest to us here 
is the potential for (post)colonial subjects and minorities who stand squarely 
in the middle of the French Republic (as Taubira stood in the center of the 
hemicycle) to interpellate the dominant group and inflect the discussion of a 
contemporary event (the issue of the marriage for all) through the citation 
of a foreclosed political or historical narrative (colonization, colonial resist-
ance, and decolonization), embedded in literature. At the same time, Taubira 
was enlisting the power of literature2 to redress present and past injustices, 
refresh repressed memories, denounce the hierarchy between the postcolonial 
margin and the hegemonic metropolis, and undermine the hegemonic narra-
tive of French politics and history. Taubira’s faith in the transformative power 
of literature and of cultural production more generally, was unshake able. 
Her unmatched passion for poetry and social justice, applied to the  current 
 political arena, made her an instant star in the media and on the Internet.

Contributors to this volume discuss similar issues related to the mimetic 
and transformative powers of literature and film. They examine literary 
works and films that help deflate stereotypes regarding France’s post-immi-
gration population, promote a new respect for cultural and ethnic minorities, 
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2 Reimagining North African immigration

and give a new dignity to the subjects supposedly located on the margin of 
the Republic. The writers and filmmakers examined in this collection have 
found new ways to conceptualize the French heritage of immigration from 
North Africa and to portray the current state of multiculturalism in France, 
within, and in spite of, a continuing republican framework. More generally, 
this volume seeks to take the pulse of French postcoloniality by studying the 
evolving representations of trans-Mediterranean immigration to France in 
recent literature and films produced by a range of authors, most of whom 
with roots in North Africa and using French as their language of choice.

Literature and cinema by authors of North African descent discussed in 
this volume have been frequently labeled as “beur” or “post-beur,” terms 
with a long and controversial history, which it is useful to recall here briefly. 
In his 2012 attempt to evaluate the status of beur writing, Najib Redouane 
revealed the common malaise generated by the label and showed how some 
ten years after its inception, this body of literature ‘se distingu[ait] … par un 
renouvellement des modes d’expression et des choix de création’ (2012b: 
20) (stood out … through a renewal of creative modes of expression). Since 
2000, with the advent of a new generation of writers who have chosen differ-
ent literary practices to assert their place and their voices, the shift away from 
time-worn clichés has taken a new dimension. As a matter of fact, post-beur 
authors’ new practices in both literature and film strive to break the chains 
of ideological, literary, memorial, spatial, gender, sexual, and ethnic con-
straints. They stage identities in flux, undermining the ideological division of 
(cultural) space and society along binary lines (dominant/dominated; French 
literature/beur literature; center/periphery; French/Maghrebi; mainstream/
minority), crisscross national and trans-Mediterranean spaces, engage in 
postmemorial work, and collapse clichés and stereotypes.

In more than one way, the post-beur writers and filmmakers discussed in 
this volume can be regarded as heirs to the early pioneers of beur literature 
and cinema. The limitations and post-colonial coloring of the term beur 
have been frequently pointed out by critics before. When considering beur 
literature and cinema, scholars are quickly confronted with an abundance of 
books and articles which point out the difficulty of defining what beur liter-
ature and cinema are. For instance, when examining beur literature, Alec G. 
Hargreaves and Anne-Marie Gans-Guinoune note that ‘il n’existe en effet 
aucun consensus quant à la façon dont il convient de désigner le corpus 
littéraire produit par les auteurs issus de l’immigration maghrébine’ (2008: 
2) (there is no consensus as to how we should define the literary corpus 
written by authors with roots in Maghrebi immigration). Some years later, 
the very same Hargreaves turned to the exploration of full-length feature 
films by second-generation Maghrebi directors, stating that ‘there has been 
a vigorous and ongoing debate about how best to categorize and label them’ 
(2011: 25). Critics feel repeatedly compelled to explain how problematic 
the term beur is when attached to literature and cinema (Durmelat, 1998: 
191–207; Tarr, 2005: 3–4; Durmelat and Swamy, 2011: 12–14; Redouane, 
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2012a: 18–21; Higbee, 2013: 9–14). A first reason for critical discomfort is 
that from the very beginning, the label was rejected by some of the authors 
it was supposed to designate. Second, it confined beur authors to a literary 
and cinematic ghetto: beur writers and filmmakers were said to produce 
sociological testimonies devoid of aesthetic qualities. In an interview with 
Frédérique Chevillot, Tassadit Imache summarizes the situation beur authors 
were confined to: ‘Très vite, il a été déclaré que nous ne saurions pas créer, 
sortir de notre histoire, comme si nous étions assignés à résidence, interdits 
de fiction, incapables d’invention’ (Chevillot, 1998: 639) (It was quickly pro-
nounced that we would not know how to create, go beyond our own story, as 
if we had been put under house arrest, forbidden to write fiction, incapable 
of creativity). Yet, beur literature and cinema did not remain static. One goal 
of this volume is to highlight the overall renewal of literary and cultural pro-
duction initiated by post-beur and post-colonial authors with roots in North 
Africa. As our contributors convincingly argue, descendants of the beur 
pioneers in film and cinema continually transcend the assigned boundaries, 
renew creative modes of expression, develop novel aesthetics, and explore 
uncharted territories. For these reasons and while recognizing the ideological 
weight and critical legacy of the term post-beur, the editors of this volume 
have chosen to stay away from the term in the volume’s title, as the authors 
examined here regard themselves not as marginal, ethnic commentators on 
French society, but rather claim their place as full-fledged members and 
renovators of French literature and cinema at large (see Chapters 1 and 2). 
Additionally, we find that the continued use of the word “beur,” even when 
qualified by the prefix “post-,” is too restrictive and implies that post-beur 
cinema and fiction are not entirely free to develop their own themes, narra-
tive strategies, and fictional spaces.

Mobility, space appropriation, transgression, fluidity, and hybridity are 
key concepts showcased in films of the 2000s, as filmmakers express their 
desire to break down social, geographical, and ethnic barriers, in other 
words, to go beyond the formulaic beur or banlieue cinema of the 1980s 
and 1990s respectively. To achieve this goal, they tackle a ‘greater range 
of narrative themes and genres than before,’ a characteristic of post-beur 
cinema according to Higbee (2013: 25). Indeed, post-beur cinema has come 
a long way from the essentialist approach of beur and banlieue film and the 
guarded conclusion that Tarr formulated at the end of her seminal book 
on Beur and banlieue filmmaking in France (2005: 185).3 Post-beur cine-
ma’s self-appointed major mission is to ‘combat the oppression or exclusion 
effected by hegemonic discourse’ (Higbee, 2013: 13) through a creative, 
flexible, self-reflective, and inquisitive practice that refuses to limit itself 
to standardized narratives and genres. Furthermore, films by directors of 
Maghrebi descent examined in this volume steer away from the leitmotifs of 
integration (Durmelat and Swamy, 2011) and split identity, which charac-
terized the production of the 1980s and 1990s, to emphasize a sociological 
and cultural reality which is less easily appropriated by hegemonic discourse 
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4 Reimagining North African immigration

and goes largely unrecognized by the dominant media. Thus, their film work 
transcends the geography of the local, represented by the substandard life-
styles of the cité (housing project) and the culturally impoverished banlieue, 
to embrace richly diverse spaces, stories and cultures that pertain to the 
national and transnational.

Cinematic production nowadays is tightly linked in different ways to the 
television industry. As television channels regularly contribute to the funding 
of full-length feature films and therefore facilitate the shooting of works by 
relatively unknown or inexperienced film directors, post-beur authors seek 
broader audiences for their ideas by writing scripts for television films (Dalila 
Kerchouche) or by favoring the small or big screen over the written page. 
Téléfilms and television series are ideal media to address broader audiences, 
they ‘have the potential to be viewed by a greater number of spectators than 
most short films, documentaries, or even certain feature films, whose screen-
ings are often – but not always – limited to film festivals, small venues or 
non-peak viewing hours on television’ (Kealhofer-Kemp, 2015: 7). Due to 
the overall ‘privileged position cinema occupies in contemporary French cul-
ture and the column space and airtime dedicated to it in media coverage and 
analysis’ (Johnston, quoted in Kealhofer-Kemp, 2015: 3), authors with roots 
in North African immigration like Azouz Begag and Rachid Djaïdani have 
successfully used both literature and film as media to convey their messages. 
Novelist Azouz Begag foregrounds his easy crossover from novel to film, and 
back to novel, affirming in a yet unpublished interview: ‘I now write for read-
ers who could also be viewers in movie theaters. I write novels the same way 
I write movie scripts. Each time, I am trying to turn the book into a movie.’4

As literature and cinema have a long and productive history of cross- 
pollination and partnership, ‘critics and scholars have often worked with a 
mixed corpus, to foreground the rich interweaving of different strands of 
creative arts, novels and films that have contributed to the construction of 
the contemporary French cultural moment’ (Swamy, 2011: xxviii–xxix). 
Our contributors explore the intertextual relation between literature and film 
in the cinema of Abdellatif Kechiche and discuss television’s sociocultural 
role in increasing the representativeness and visibility of immigrant minor-
ities through the popular comic genre. While the aim of this book is not to 
focus on generic and medium specificities (literature versus film or telefilm), 
but rather on the joint construction of a cultural corpus dealing in new ways 
with the issues of immigration to France and of post-colonial heritage, some 
of the chapters invite the reader to bridge the gap between literature and 
film. Placed at the center of this volume, Michel Laronde’s chapter out-
lines a postmemorial methodology intended to correct the foreclosures of 
French memory through the reading of multiple fictional representations of 
a significant event of Algerian decolonization. Laronde’s methodology opens 
promising avenues for film studies also and finds its counterpart in Jimia 
Boutouba’s chapter on the film La Marche, where she demonstrates cine-
ma’s potential to rewrite, complement, and fill in the epistemological gaps of 
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the official historical discourse. In turn, both contributions share Christiane 
Taubira’s faith in the corrective and inclusive hermeneutic powers of (post)
memorial literature and film.

While most of the contributions address the heritage of French (de)col-
onization in North Africa and are therefore informed by the North–South 
axis of the trans-Mediterranean diaspora, the volume ends with a chapter 
pointing to a new, international type of immigration from the global South 
caused by a broader form of neo-imperialism, which is no longer the product 
of French (de)colonization, but rather the effect of a more insidious, world-
wide ideological and economic hegemony of the North and West. Thus, 
this last chapter calls for a shift in the field of critical inquiry from the North 
Africa–France axis to a different, ex-centric pattern of trans-Mediterranean 
migrations, where refugee-migrants from the global South (including former 
French colonies), victims of war, ethnic cleansing, political strife, and envi-
ronmental disasters, set their hopes on ‘burning’ the intercontinental divide 
for various European destinations, and not exclusively, or preferentially, 
France.

Mediterranean Sea crossings have received a lot of media attention, but 
the contributors to this volume also focus on characters who journey across 
metropolitan France, from the periphery to the center and vice versa, and 
from the province to the capital or the other way round, thereby undermin-
ing a preconceived map of immigration and State-sanctioned allocations of 
space and power. This spatial mobility suggests that the so-called “issue” 
of immigration and the post-colonial heritage of France can no longer be 
contained within, or relegated to the margins of, a dominant republican 
discourse. Accordingly, the contributors explore existing and new modalities 
of Frenchness as represented in Maghrebi-French literature and cinema 
and seek to dislodge the prevailing stereotypes of “immigrant” populations 
still propagated by the French media and by French nationalist political 
discourse in the light of recent terrorist scares. In so doing, our contributors 
build upon, add, or contest previous critical works.

Invoking Identities in flux in the title of our volume is a reference to Stuart 
Hall’s distinction between identity and identification, where identity is con-
sidered a static entity and identification is viewed as a dynamic process. The 
refusal of fixed positions is the unifying thread that runs through this volume. 
In 2011, Fiona Barclay argued that contemporary France ‘is haunted in 
various forms by the legacy of its history in North Africa’ which remains 
‘largely unacknowledged’ (2011: xiv), while historian Benjamin Stora 
warned against an overload of competing and divisive memories (2006: 66). 
Many of our contributors (El Khoury, Fache, Matu, Mrabet, Puig, Saveau) 
demonstrate that French people whose parents crossed the Mediterranean 
Sea to settle down in France refuse to ‘function as embodied ghosts haunt-
ing the Hexagon’ (2011: xxxiv), but instead want to assert their being-in-
the-world within French society. As characters in the works discussed in 
this volume negotiate various identifications, with different cultural, ethnic, 
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6 Reimagining North African immigration

racial, religious, sexual, national, international, or global accents, they break 
out of the prison of predetermined identities imposed by the dominant social 
agents and testify to the complexity of French multiculturalism.

The authors’ self-conscious avoidance of the clichés of beur literature 
(integration, racism, identity, banlieue, marginalization, discrimination, etc.) 
and their protagonists’ refusal of assigned fixed identities does not mean, 
however, that connections with North African heritage have been severed. 
Quite on the contrary, they remain ‘in the form of memories, structures of 
thought and ideologies which often serve to call into question conceptions 
of classical, Hexagonal-based Frenchness,’ while at the same time prevent-
ing single narratives, ‘totalizing discourses such as republicanism’ (Barclay, 
2011: xxi–xxiii).

Building on these various critical insights, the editors of the present 
volume have resisted the temptation of dividing the chapters along a generic 
line, neatly separating literature from the moving image. This generic divi-
sion does not correspond to the profile of some of the authors discussed 
here, like Rachid Djaidani, Faïza Guène, and Dalila Kerchouche, who are 
comfortable using either medium. In the case of Abdellatif Kechiche, the 
inclusion of canonical French literary intertexts in his films serves not only to 
promote a generic fluidity mirroring his own professional parcours, but also 
to break down the symbolic divide between banlieue and a fantasized French 
cultural essence, in order to articulate ‘ideals of liberty, justice, and social 
protest’ (p. 70). Read side by side, Chapters 2 and 4 of our volume, devoted 
to literature and film respectively, further suggest that common strategies 
of identification can be found in literature and cinema by authors with 
North African heritage. Patrick Saveau’s analysis of the novels by post-beur 
women writers and Emna Mrabet’s study of Kechiche’s films both highlight 
a common refusal of the ‘binary logic of us/them, self/other’ (p. 32) and an 
effort to ‘stay away from clichés and stereotypes … to avoid the trap of com-
munitarianism and to transcend the issue of origins’ (p. 64). Contributors 
like Susan Ireland and Hakim Abderrazak have further chosen to examine 
the recent representations of harkis and harragas respectively through a dia-
logue between literature and cinema.

In a similar move, the editors have resisted the need to separate theory and 
hermeneutics, politics and aesthetics, history, and literature. As Steve Puig 
argues, the representation of North African immigration is in itself political, 
and the (urban) authors who explore the life, experiences, and journeys of 
French citizens with trans-Mediterranean heritage, are, for the most part, 
auteurs engagés. Political engagement can take lighter or more radical tones, 
ranging from the issue of the representativeness of ethnic minorities on 
French television series to ensure their visibility on the Paysage Audiovisuel 
Français (Fache) to the more complex effort to use film that ‘weaves a 
new relationship between present and past’ and give subaltern subjects, the 
right and power of dissensus (Boutouba). Finally, as Michel Laronde argues 
about literature’s relation to history – an argument that is relevant to cinema 
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also – fiction has the power to fill in the silences of State-enforced amnesia 
on (post-)colonial events and to initiate necessary revisions of the State-
sanctioned historiography through the recovery and restoration of foreclosed 
memories.

The volume opens with Steve Puig’s helpful recapitulation of the develop-
ment of beur, banlieue, and urban literatures, closely related and partly over-
lapping taxonomies describing the cultural production of second-generation, 
postcolonial immigrants to France. Noting that the term “beur” has become 
politically incorrect and obsolete in the 1990s and opting for the concept 
of “urban literature,” Puig argues that the innovation of urban culture is to 
overcome the dichotomy of France versus North Africa through a global, 
transnational dimension which points to new modes of Frenchness beyond 
post-colonial relations. While post-beur literature is no longer connected to 
a particular place (the banlieue), urban culture designates a global move-
ment inflecting French culture with Afro-American influences and Antillean 
accents and embodied in a new generation of writers who are more informed 
than the beur generation about French colonialism and ‘consider themselves 
fully French culturally speaking’ (p. 20).

Similarly, Patrick Saveau studies female authors who claim their legitimate 
place as full-fledged writers in their own right, rather than second- generation 
immigrants tied to time-worn representations of the economically deprived 
banlieue. His chapter, ‘Breaking the chains of ethnic identity: Faïza Guène, 
Saphia Azzeddine, and Nadia Bouzid, or the birth of a new Maghrebi-
French women’s literature,’ considers authors who ‘do not necessarily exam-
ine the world along an ethnic binary logic’ (p. 32) but in Higbee’s terms 
offer ‘a more diverse spectrum of socio-economic space and geographic 
locations,’ (2013: 25) while claiming to belong to French literature at large. 
Guène’s narrative technique in Les gens du Balto allows characters to escape 
the chains of rigid identity; Azzeddine’s protagonists adopt fluid cultural and 
identity positions according to circumstances; Bouzid does not anchor her 
work in the banlieue, nor does she dwell on themes of disenfranchisement, 
her characters being defined by their sexual orientation and their way to ‘be 
in, act in, and see the world’ (p. 43). Saveau concludes that ‘the three writers 
claim their right to fiction, imagination, and poetic license, something denied 
to their predecessors’ (p. 43) who were tied to mimetic representations of 
marginality.

Faïza Guène is also the object of Florina Matu’s chapter titled ‘From 
daughter to mother, from sister to brother: building identities in Faïza 
Guène’s novels.’ Her chapter examines how the fictional portrayal of women 
in Guène’s novels differs from the representation of female characters in tra-
ditional beur literature. More often than not, families depicted in beur novels 
followed the social paradigm described by Camille Lacoste-Dujardin, with 
the father as the dominant figure, the eldest son prevailing over the mother 
because of his gender, ‘the hierarchy of gender [having] priority over the 
hierarchy of generation,’ and the daughter being therefore relegated to the 
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8 Reimagining North African immigration

lowest social rank, ‘doubly dominated because of her gender and her gen-
eration’ (2000: 64). Matu shows female identities in flux, questioning these 
traditional hierarchies. She demonstrates that Guène’s female characters 
epitomize ‘a new approach to identity configuration along with its translation 
into more articulated destinies’ (p. 49).

Emna Mrabet’s chapter, ‘The immigrant in Abdellatif Kechiche’s cine-
matic work: transcending the question of origins,’ explores the development 
of Abdellatif Kechiche’s cinema and argues that the filmmaker consciously 
‘chooses to create characters that stay away from clichés and stereotypes, 
while simultaneously managing to avoid the trap of communitarianism and 
to transcend the issue of origins’ (p. 64). By using Arab literature and 
canonical French literature as intertexts, by giving characters access to a rich, 
hybrid, trans-Mediterranean cultural heritage, Kechiche allows protagonists 
to ‘cross boundaries’ and occupy a space ‘where young men of Maghrebi 
origins are traditionally absent, confined as they are to the margins’ (p. 67). 
Characters are not described as victims or rebels in a miserable environment, 
but, instead, are portrayed as ‘proactive youth … in harmony with the older 
generation’ (p. 73) and ‘in love with France and its poetry’ (p. 68). French 
literary intertexts further help Kechiche to articulate ideals of liberty, justice, 
and social protest, while the refusal of a hierarchy between banlieue culture 
and “high” culture represented by classical theater allows him to ‘shift his 
emphasis from the center to the periphery’ (p. 72), giving the banlieue a new 
cultural dignity’ and offering a fresh image of Maghrebi-French youths and 
immigrants. Thus, for the film director, the periphery offers the promise of 
renewing and enriching the culture of the center, a position departing from 
the traditional representation of the banlieue as a locus of  unemployment, 
 violence, drugs, racism, and generational conflict.

The non-traditional representation of minorities in France is also the 
object of Mona El Khoury’s chapter, ‘Seeking paths to existence in Rachid 
Djaïdani’s Rengaine.’ She argues that in both film and fiction, Djaïdani tire-
lessly holds on to a view of identity as being in constant negotiation, a view 
also illustrated in his own changing professions and experiences. El Khoury 
finds that Djaïdani’s work combines a universal scope and an autobiograph-
ical accent, thus oscillating between the universal and the particular. In 
Rengaine, characters serve to denounce the fantasy of a pure cultural identity 
and an all-determining origin. The film director pioneers a reflection on 
urban culture, ethnicity, religion, and sexual orientation, pleading for mutual 
respect between different immigrant minorities and for a view of Muslim 
identity as ‘ever-changing and multifaceted. His film thus complicates and 
transcends the binary tension between majority and minority by emphasizing 
the plurality of evolving identifications within the so-called minority and the 
intersection of ethnicity with other dimensions of identity (sex, gender, reli-
gion, and culture). El Khoury concludes by showing how the film performs 
the author’s own hybridity and virtual childbirth in a celebration of cultural 
and racial diversity.
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In Reframing Difference, Tarr noted that television channels in recent years 
‘have fostered both the work of directors of Maghrebi descent and television 
films addressing questions of ethnic difference’ (2005: 11). In ‘Beur and 
banlieue television comedies: new perspectives on immigration,’ Caroline 
Fache examines television’s role in increasing the visibility of minorities on 
the Paysage Audiovisuel Français (French audiovisual scene) and raises 
the question of whether comedy is the most appropriate genre to serve the 
cause of immigrants. Studying two television series, Aïcha and Fortunes, 
she shows how the portrayal of strong-willed, entrepreneurial, resourceful, 
and ambitious male and female characters breaks away from the pessimism 
usually associated with the image of immigration and frees the protagonists 
from the ‘sticky beur, banlieue, and second-generation immigrant identity’ 
(p. 103). Through the characters’ dreams and through intertextual allu-
sions to American movies in Fortunes (in particular, Quentin Tarantino’s 
works) and to American civil rights activism in Aïcha, the two series direc-
tors promote a wide audience identification with the characters. As they 
conjure up the idea of transnationalism and globalization, they triangulate 
the binary opposition banlieue versus center, minority versus French main-
stream. Aïcha, in particular, promotes the idea of intergenerational feminine 
solidarity, the global fight for women’s rights, and the transmission of civil 
values and women’s rights within a universal context.

Placed in the middle of our volume, Jimia Boutouba’s chapter refers to 
one particular historical event that signaled a change in the French percep-
tion of Maghrebi-French youth through the demonstration of its plural iden-
tities. La Marche pour l’égalité et contre le racisme (the March for equality and 
against racism) took place in 1983 and soon became ‘le symbole de la recon-
naissance sociale de la “seconde génération” [qui] consacr[a] l’accès à la 
citoyenneté de ces enfants d’immigrés’ (Beaud and Masclet, 2006: 809) (the 
symbol of the second generation’s social recognition [which] consecrated 
access to French citizenship for immigrants’ offspring). Boutouba examines 
the cinematic representation of this historical event in her chapter ‘They 
had a dream: out-marching exclusion and hatred.’ The narrative of mobility 
developed by Moroccan-Belgian filmmaker Ben Yadir’s 2013 film La Marche 
transforms the story of the long journey through France’s hinterland into a 
metaphor of ‘solidarity and connectedness across gender, class, race and sex 
divides’ and a paradigm for political intervention (p. 118). Undermining the 
stereotypical association banlieue–immigration–lawlessness and the French 
State’s systemic discrimination against immigrants from former colonies 
based on national amnesia, La Marche is a ‘heterogeneous text that weaves a 
new relationship between present and past’ and transforms France’s national 
historiography (p. 123). Using Jacques Rancière’s theory of police ordering 
and dissensus, Boutouba argues that the filmic text ‘disrupts and puts into 
crisis the political language attached to the modern French nation.’ It offers 
‘a model of a micro-political challenge to State police, whereby marginalized 
characters become political subjects by disrupting the litigious distribution 
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of places and roles’ (p. 131). The open road as political activity points to a 
‘cartography of mobility that challenges and overturns the physical and ide-
ological containment of minorities’ and replaces the concept of fixed “roots” 
with that of fluid routes (p. 127). Transitional spaces and contact zones 
create encounters and dialogue, new public sites of political exchange and 
creativity. As interpreted by Boutouba, Ben Nadir’s film participates in the 
postmemorial effort to dispel collective amnesia.

Boutouba’s chapter serves as an appropriate thematic transition to the 
second half of this volume, which is explicitly or implicitly articulated around 
the concept of postmemory pioneered by Marianne Hirsch as ‘a structure of 
inter- and transgenerational return of traumatic knowledge and embodied 
experience. It is a consequence of traumatic recall but … at a generational 
remove’ (2012: 6). Characteristics of postmemory, such as ‘the continuities 
and discontinuities between generations, the gaps in knowledge, the fears 
and terrors that ensue in the aftermath of trauma’ (2012: 6), have found a 
fertile ground in French post-colonial literature and film. Postmemory has 
the potential to uncover the buried traumas inherited from French decol-
onization and perhaps to heal the silences of the first generation of North 
African immigrants to France, while simultaneously repairing the gaps in 
State-sanctioned national myths on both sides of the Mediterranean. If, as 
Fiona Barclay suggests, post-colonial French society has been haunted by the 
specter of its past imperialism, and Maghrebi immigrants and their offspring 
function in the collective psyche like the return of the repressed (Freud’s 
uncanny), can the voice of the ghost/s, once restored by the post-generation, 
serve to mend State-sanctioned amnesia and facilitate collective anamnesis at 
the national level? Can the work of postmemory, as articulated by individual 
writers and filmmakers, promote reconciliation between various generations 
of immigrants and different constituencies of the Algerian War and of decol-
onization more generally? Can the process of postmemory, unlike that of 
‘monumentalization,’ bridge the divide between ‘competing narratives of 
the past’ and ‘facilitate the fusion of memories’? (Barclay, 2011: xxx). The 
following contributions seek to address these questions and more.

In ‘Narrativizing foreclosed history in “postmemorial” fiction of the 
Algerian War in France: October 17, 1961, a case in point,’ Michel Laronde 
outlines an ingenious methodology for studying across different writer gen-
erations the repeated literary inscriptions of a traumatic historical event, 
namely the massacre of Algerian demonstrators in Paris on October 17, 
1961. Using works written both by authors of North African origins and 
by mainstream French novelists, he suggests that postmemorial immigra-
tion  fiction has the potential to ‘decipher and rehabilitate pieces of history 
that have been repressed, ignored, manipulated, or silenced by the State’ 
(p. 135). He further hypothesizes that the inscription of the event in fiction 
may entail new forms of narration, replacing the chronological mode of the 
classical historical novel. Conversely, differences in fictional re- presentations 
over a thirty-year period will likely reveal an evolution in ‘postcolonial 
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mentality.’ Laronde argues that postmemorial literature initiates a ‘slow pro-
cess of mending’ trauma at the individual, collective, and intergenerational 
levels.

The second-generation’s healing of national amnesia regarding the 
Algerian War and of the fathers’ self-repression is at the core of Véronique 
Machelidon’s contribution titled ‘Unearthing the father’s secret: postmem-
ory and identity in harki and pied noir narratives.’ Machelidon explores the 
literary representations of the physical or metaphorical trans-Mediterranean 
journey through time and/or space initiated by a harki daughter, Dalila 
Kerchouche, and a pied noir son, Thierry Galdeano, in search of their 
fathers’ lost dignity. Through similar narrative techniques, the narrators of 
Mon père ce harki and Harkis, Pieds-noirs, nos cœurs orphelins succeed in con-
structing complex and integrated identities that reconcile diverse memories 
(Galdeano) or multiple cultural heritages (Kerchouche). Bearing in mind 
Benjamin Stora’s imperative to ‘decloister’ memories and deflate the com-
petition between different communities for the status of the most deserving 
war victim (Stora, 2006: 66), Machelidon concludes that the reconciliation 
of harki and pied noir memories takes place only in Galdeano’s novel, ‘at 
the levels of plot and narrative technique, in its title and postface,’ whereas 
Kerchouche is ‘unable to envisage a peaceful dialogue between harki and 
pied noir memories and prefers to point to the urgent need for a reconcilia-
tion between harkis and other Algerians’ (p. 171). The critic warns that the 
exchange established by Galdeano between harki and pied noir plots and 
memories may, however, be a belated expression of pied noir idealization of 
colonial society.

Susan Ireland continues the exploration of postmemorial literature and 
cinema in her ‘Representations of the harkis in contemporary French lan-
guage films.’ Drawing a diachronic panorama of harki literature and cinema 
since the 1960s through the twenty-first century, she notes that the end of offi-
cial amnesia in the 2000s initiated ‘a phase of memorialization and memory 
work’ which finds its reflection in autobiographical and fictional literary works 
as well as cinema. As authors ‘participate in the creation of collective memo-
ries, strive to heal the wounds of the past, and contest the reductive national 
scripts’ (p. 180), literature and film about harki experience and identity 
offer ‘counter-narratives’ which, like Higbee’s concept of  ‘counter-heritage’ 
cinema, ‘propose an alternative version to the dominant narrative of French 
colonial history’ (p. 178). Harki films and literature thus constitute the sort of 
re- historicization of the Algerian War that Laronde explores in his analysis of 
the fictionalization of the October 17, 1961 massacre. Ireland does not restrict 
her study to the works of harki descendants, but instead she includes side by 
side films and documentaries by harki children and mainstream French direc-
tors. After a detailed examination of films produced in the 2000s, she agrees 
that ‘the Harki remains a marginalized figure on the fringe of all cultural pro-
duction’ (Howell, 2014: 190) and adds that harki characters ‘occupy only a 
very small place’ in fiction films. They continue to be primarily represented in 
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the historical context of the war or the camps, in liminal spaces at the margin 
of mainstream French society, ‘a kind of transnational no-man’s land that is 
neither fully French nor Algerian’ (p. 188). While the Tasma/Kerchouche 
documentary Harkis emphasizes the ‘need to go beyond oppositional dis-
courses’ in order to promote healing, the negotiation of a ‘new identity at the 
confluence of two cultures’ remains challenging (p. 191).

The next two contributions deal with cinema and literature respectively. 
They both explore the theme of the transformative journey across space 
and time, where a young protagonist retraces the biological or metaphorical 
father’s footsteps, back to the family’s roots in North Africa (Mielusel) or 
across France, revisiting the various lieux de mémoire of Algerian immigration 
in metropolitan France (Le Breton). In ‘ “L’Oued revient toujours dans son 
lit.” Franco-Maghrebi Identity in Hassan Legzouli’s film Ten’ja,’ Ramona 
Mielusel studies the director’s revision of the road movie genre and shows 
how Nordine’s trip to Morocco to bury his father becomes a cultural jour-
ney of personal initiation for the main character, who learns to reconcile his 
multiple identities. Exploring Hamid Naficy’s concept of ‘accented cinema,’ 
Mielusel argues that the ‘psychological and cultural exploration of identity’ 
initiated by the geographical displacement allows the central protagonist to 
bridge the gap between parents and children, native and adopted cultures. 
As Nordine turns into a ‘keeper of the parental memory,’ he is able to give 
his life an ‘added value: being the same (French) and the Other (Moroccan) 
at once,’ a vivid paradigm for contemporary French identity, which is itself 
‘in transformation’ (p. 206). In her reading of the film, Mielusel suggests 
that through the acceptance of the fathers’ cultural heritage, immigrant 
descendants can play a vital role in French society, as agents of reconcili-
ation bringing ‘the [different] communities closer, instead of pulling them 
apart’ (p. 206). Legzouli’s film also initiates a trans-Mediterranean dialogue 
between Moroccan and Maghrebi-French youths across gender.

The symbolic significance of the postmemorial journey is further explored 
in Mireille Le Breton’s chapter ‘Rewriting the memory of immigration: 
Samuel Zaoui’s Saint Denis bout du monde.’ In Zaoui’s novel, a young woman 
and second-generation immigrant, Souhad, joins and interacts with three 
elderly chibanis, single men who came to France in the first wave of labor 
immigration. Zaoui’s central female protagonist bridges the gap between 
the two generations and gives a voice to the invisible generation of chibanis 
who were, for the most part, illiterate. As in Legzouli’s film, the younger 
generation gives ‘new meaning to the trope of the “myth of returning” ’ 
to the homeland often found in migrant literature (p. 214). The novel fol-
lows Souhad during her travels with the three chibanis from Saint Denis to 
Marseille, hence departing from the ‘traditional tropes found in migrant 
literature’ (p. 216). While they retrace their past along the paradigms of 
space (the different places they lived in) and time (their arrival in France), 
the young woman learns about her own father, who never shared his past 
experiences with her. Le Breton shows how the purposeful meandering trip 
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across France becomes a ‘metaphor of memory itself, the collective memory 
that is being written as the sum of their individual memories’ (p. 222). As 
Souhad becomes ‘the repository of migratory history,’ she stands as the heir 
to a ‘forgotten generation,’ who can repair individual and collective amne-
sia (p. 226). This contribution intersects with Laronde’s and Machelidon’s 
chapters in the way it highlights a path for (re)-covering ‘memories of immi-
gration in France,’ which have been silenced by official historiography, due 
to the ‘colonial fracture’ (Bancel and Blanchard, 2006).

Hakim Abderrezak situates the issue of trans-Mediterranean immigration 
within the larger, international context of the recent upheavals that have 
caused thousands of people to cross the Mediterranean Sea in search of 
safety and peace. His chapter, ‘Harragas in Mediterranean illiterature and 
cinema,’ announces the recent shift from a South/North, Maghreb/France, 
and  colonial/post-colonial axis to a wider, more global, and more diffuse 
pattern of migrations. With the concept of illiterature – a neologism he has 
coined to define ‘literary works that tackle the phenomenon of clandestine 
migration’ – Abderrezak outlines the codes of a new genre, which writers 
and filmmakers born and living in countries of the west Mediterranean use 
to give a voice to the silent victims of transcontinental abuse (p. 233). As he 
discusses works by Tahar Ben Jelloun and Mohamed Teriah along with films 
by Merzak Allouache and Mohsen Melliti, he uncovers the common themes, 
leitmotifs, tropes, and codes running through cinema and literature alike. 
Abderrezak’s chapter unpacks western rhetoric (which conflates terrorism, 
clandestinity, and drug trafficking) with regard to a ‘war on terror’ that thinly 
disguises, under the pretext of international security, the implementation of 
murderous borders to safeguard Fortress Europe. At a time when European 
political parties from England to Poland defensively retreat into nation-
alist agendas and platforms (as shown by the recent Brexit in the United 
Kingdom and the prominence of the Front National on France’s political 
scene), this chapter reminds us of the pressing need for critical vigilance 
toward the dominant discourse and points to a time in the future when har-
ragas (clandestine  immigrants) will, it is hoped, find their own voice.

At the beginning of the new millennium, the themes explored by writers 
and film directors are far removed from those of the previous beur generation. 
The binary logic (center/periphery; mainstream/minority; Franco-French/
Maghrebi-French) that confined beur authors in the 1980s and 1990s has 
been undermined in many different ways suggested by our contributors. 
While this logic began to be questioned with the advent of banlieue litera-
ture and cinema in the mid 1990s, it is by the end of the century that writ-
ers and filmmakers clearly moved away from the banlieue to offer readers 
and viewers representations of (post-)immigrants involving more complex, 
hybrid, and fluid identifications and to celebrate racial and cultural diversity 
(see El Khoury). Instead of portraying the immobilisme (lack of mobility) 
of characters living in the banlieue as a predetermined, ‘emblematic space 
of marginality’ (Higbee, 2013: 17), authors and directors of the late 1990s 
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began to show protagonists evolving in more open spaces and engaging in 
richer encounters and explorations of the self. Among the overarching para-
digms found in this volume, mobility plays a crucial role, in particular in the 
literary and cinematic works studied by Abderrazak, Boutouba, Fache, Le 
Breton, and Mielusel. The emphasis on mobility as a key to identity forma-
tion enables writers and filmmakers to move away from the autobiographical 
and sociological narratives that tended to dominate beur literature and film, 
while deconstructing fixed identities and exposing the stereotypes associated 
with them. Furthermore, as shown in El Khoury’s, Mrabet’s, and Saveau’s 
respective contributions, authors with immigrant roots who decline ethnic 
(beur) and spatial (banlieue) labels offer innovative narratives and encourage 
critics to focus on the aesthetic dimension of their works.

Christiane Taubira’s strategic mobilization of poetry in her postcolonial 
and postmemorial move revealed that literature and cinema have the critical 
potential to mend the gaps of State discourse, correct the official histori-
ography, promote political activism and the respect for all, and involve all 
political constituents across the post-colonial divide in the creation of an 
inclusive and rich multicultural democracy. As demonstrated by Boutouba, 
Ireland, Laronde, and Machelidon, novels and films contribute to fill out the 
epistemological void left by mainstream republican discourses. They help 
build postmemorial narratives that produce plural, decentered memories 
and deconstruct national myths. Bridging the silence between generations 
(Le Breton, Machelidon) and the memorial divide between (ex)colonizer 
and (ex)colonized denounced by Benjamin Stora, film and literature can fur-
ther promote “democratic politics” that resists the established police order 
(Boutouba). In an age of nationalist anxiety fed by the fear of Islamic fun-
damentalism, promoted by demagogues in the wake of terrorist attacks in 
France since the years 2010s, and fed by mono-vocal readings of past and 
present history, Reimagining North African Immigration: Identities in Flux 
in French Literature, Television, and Film can deflate the temptation of the 
dominant group’s retreat into simplified narratives of identity and challenge 
the dominant perceptions and stereotypes affixed to minorities. The trans-
formative potential of trans-Mediterranean literature and film offers a much-
needed antidote and a reason for hope in cultural, post-colonial, and ethnic 
reconciliations in France.

Notes

1 In this introduction the editors have used the helpful distinction introduced 
by Michel Laronde in Chapter 8.  ‘Postcolonial’ refers to the concept, while 
‘post-colonial’ indicates historical time. ‘Post(-)colonial’ designates both the 
concept and the time frame.  In the following chapters of this book, contribu-
tors have been free to adopt this distinction or not. In this introduction, terms 
like ‘postmemory’ and ‘postmemorial’ as well as ‘postgeneration’ have been 
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spelled following the terminology coined by Marianne Hirsch, who pioneered 
the theory and the concepts. Christiane Taubira can be described as both a 
colonial subject, since Guyana never went through a process of decoloniza-
tion, and a postcolonial subject because she is consciously referring to, and 
working within, a postcolonial context. 

2 Some of the shock created in the hemicycle can be attributed to the pugnacious 
immediacy of the language used by Damas and his attack on the European 
canon of poetry through colonial prosaism: ‘pisser un coup, tout à l’envi, 
contre la vie stupide et bête qui nous est faite’ (take a piss, piss at will, piss at 
the stupid living conditions which are imposed on us).

3 Contrary to Tarr’s guarded evaluation of the progress achieved by beur film-
makers in the new millennium, post-beur filmmakers have shown since the 
2000s that they are able ‘to imagine young men from the banlieue either 
successfully investing the spaces they inhabit or negotiating alternative spaces’ 
(2005: 185).

4 Interview with the authors, Lyon, October 23, 2015.
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